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Abstract: Vascular calcification (VC) is the abnormal deposition of calcium, phosphorus, and other 
minerals in the vessel wall and can be commonly observed in diabetes, chronic kidney disease, and chronic 
inflammatory disease. It is closely associated with mortality from cardiovascular events. Traditionally, 
calcification is considered as a degenerative disease associated with the aging process, while increasing 
evidence has shown that the occurrence and development of calcification is an active biological process, 
which is highly regulated by multiple factors. The molecular mechanisms of VC have not yet been fully 
elucidated. Exosomes, as important transporters of substance transport and intercellular communication, 
have been shown to participate in VC. The regulation of VC by exosomes involves a number of complex 
biological processes, which occur through a variety of interaction mechanisms. However, the specific role 
and mechanism of exosomes in the process of VC are still not fully understood and require further study. 
This review will briefly describe the roles of exosomes in the process of VC including in the promotion of 
extracellular mineral deposits, induction of phenotypic conversion of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), 
transport of microRNA between cells, and regulation on autophagy and oxidative stress, with the aim of 
providing novel ideas for the clinical diagnosis and treatment of VC.
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Introduction

Vascular calcification (VC) is the abnormal deposition 
of calcium, phosphorus, and other minerals in the vessel 
wall in the form of hydroxyapatite. VC typically occurs in 
the intima or medial membrane of the aorta, aortic valve, 
and coronary artery (1). It is often observed in patients 
with chronic kidney disease (CKD), diabetes, and valvular 
disease, among others, and is an independent risk factor 
for cardiovascular events, especially in CKD patients (2-5). 
Over 60% of elderly people have calcium salt deposits in the 
vascular walls, and VC is closely associated with mortality 
from cardiovascular diseases in the aged population (6). 

Sodium thiosulfate and SNF472 are potential available 
treatments for VC (7,8). In a small randomized controlled 
study, sodium thiosulfate failed to hinder the progress of 
abdominal aortic calcification progress, but it positively 
affected calcification progress in iliac arteries and heart 
valves, along with several other cardiovascular functional 
parameters (9). Large-scale randomized controlled trials are 
necessary to contribute to support the use of and to gain 
recognition for sodium thiosulfate (10). Raggi et al. found 
that SNF472 can significantly attenuated the progression 
of coronary artery calcium and aortic valve calcification 
in patients with end-stage kidney disease receiving 
hemodialysis in addition to standard care (8). However, 
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further studies are needed to determine the effects of 
SNF472 on cardiovascular events. There is currently no 
validated effective treatment with valid evidence for VC, 
and the underlying mechanisms have not yet been fully 
elucidated.

Traditionally, calcification is considered as a degenerative 
disease associated with the aging process. However, 
increasing evidence has demonstrated that the occurrence 
and development of calcification is an active and highly 
regulated complex biological process, which is regulated 
by multiple factors, such as phenotypic conversion of 
VSMCs, metabolic homeostasis of calcium and phosphate, 
inflammation, oxidative stress, autophagy, and extracellular 
vesicle (EVs) release, among others (11-14). Of these 
process, osteoblastic phenotypic conversion of VSMCs is a 
key event in the process of VC, and is often accompanied 
by upregulation of transcription factors (TFs), such as runt-
related transcription factor 2 (Runx2), muscle segment 
homeobox (Msx 2), osteopontin (OPN), bone morpho-
genetic protein-2 (BMP-2), and alkaline phosphatase (ALP). 
These TFs regulate bone and cartilage formation and the 
loss of smooth muscle (SM)-specific cell markers proteins 
such as α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), smooth muscle 
myosin heavy chain (SMMHC), h1-calponin, SM22α, 
and smoothelin (15). When upregulated, these TFs lead 
to an increase in calcium deposits both intracellularly and 
extracellularly, which eventually leads to calcification of cells 
and blood vessels. Further, increased serum calcium and 
phosphate levels are also associated with VC. A study found 
that serum inorganic phosphate levels in CKD patients were 
1.5–2 times higher than those of the normal population, and 
the incidence of VC in CKD patients is 2–5 times higher than 
that in the normal population (16). In vitro studies have shown 
that increased Ca2+ concentration can reduce calcium-sensing 
receptor (CaSR, a G-protein coupled receptor related to VC) 
expression and increase mineral deposition of VSMC (17). 
In addition, chronic inflammation can induce VC through 
cytokines, including interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-1β 
(IL-1β) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), via JAK/
STAT3, AMPK, cAMP and NF-kB pathways, among others 
(18-21). Oxidative stress can promote VC through advanced 
oxidation protein products (AOPPs) via the AKT, ERK, 
MAPK, and other pathways (22,23). Another contributing 
factor of VC is accelerated senescence of autophagy 
deficient VSMCs (24). The molecular mechanism of VC 
requires further research, as it is of great significance in the 
clinical treatment of VC.

Exosomes,  as  important  intercel lu lar  message 

transporters, have recently been shown to participate in 
VC (14,25,26). Exosomes are a kind of EVs which are 
released into the extracellular matrix (ECM) through the 
fusion of intracellular multivesicular bodies (MVBs) with 
cell membrane diameters of 30–100 nm (27). A variety 
of functions affecting the ECM involve EVs, including 
matrix degradation, cross-linking of matrix proteins, and 
matrix calcification (28). Due to the variety and abundance 
of specific cargos including proteins, lipids, and nucleic 
acids, exosomes have emerged as regulators of cell-to-
cell communication during different physiological and 
pathological processes, including cell proliferation, 
differentiation, apoptosis, and migration (29,30). Kapustin 
et al. found exosomes in the arteries of CKD patients and 
observed that CD63, a biomarker of exosomes, was co-
located with calcification, suggesting that exosomes are 
involved in the process of VC regulation (26). However, the 
specific role and mechanism of exosomes in the process of 
VC are still not fully understood and need to be investigated 
further.

This review article discusses the formation and 
characteristics of exosomes and their potential mechanisms 
in VC. We present the following article in accordance with 
the Narrative Review reporting checklist (available at http://
dx.doi.org/10.21037/atm-20-7355).

Methods

We conducted a literature search for papers published 
up to October 2020 on the topic of exosomes in VC 
using the PubMed, MEDLINE and Embase databases 
with following key words: “exosome”, “exosomal”, 
“extracellular vesicles” or “microvesicles” plus “vascular 
calcification”, “calcification”, “osteogenetic”, “osteoblastic” 
or “osteogenesis”, and the retrieved articles were further 
analyzed.

Discussion

Formation of exosomes and their characteristics

Exosomes are a type of typical EVs with a diameter of about 
30–100 nm. They are secreted by cells with lipid bilayer 
membrane structure and contain cargos such as proteins, 
lipids, and nucleic acids, etc., which can be widely found in 
body fluids (27). Essentially, exosomes are MVBs that are 
released to the extracellular surface after fusion with the 
cytoplasmic membrane. The process of exosome formation 
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is as follows: First, the plasma membrane depresses inward 
to form the endosome. Then, the endosomal-limiting 
membrane reoccurs in several places to form intraluminal 
vesicles (ILVs), which further form mature MVBs. 
Eventually, when the MVBs have fused with the cell surface, 
ILVs are released into the extracellular domain, that is, 
exosomes (31). 

Exosomes usually express CD63, CD81, CD9, and 
other specific markers, which are often used for their 
identification. Different types of cells release exosomes 
into body fluids and various microenvironments. Exosomes 
mediate transcription products and lipids with various 
functions to target cells through the humoral circulation 
and play a role in nearby or distant cells, thus regulating 
their molecular and phenotypic changes. At present, there 
are believed to be 3 main steps of exosomes uptake by 
target cells. First, exosomes are endocytized or internalized 
into the endocytic compartment, and their contents are 
released into the cytoplasm of the recipient cell through 
reverse fusion. After that, exosomes can be fused with 
the endosomal membrane or be degraded by targeted 
lysosomes. Then, receptor-ligand interaction. Finally, the 
exosome membrane fuses with the cytoplasmic membrane, 
and the contents are released directly into the cytoplasm of 
the recipient cell (32).

Numerous studies have shown that exosomes share 
many characteristics of matrix vesicles (MVs), which are 
unique extracellular membrane-bound microparticles 
that serve as initial sites for mineral formation. Indeed, 
analyses of size, morphology, and lipid and protein content 
have indicated that MVs and exosomes are homologous 
structures, suggesting that exosomes may play a similar role 
in the induction of mineral deposition during calcification 
as MVs (33). Both exosomes and MVs are enriched in 
calcified vascular walls. Kapustin et al. found that VSMC-
secreted exosomes could promote the occurrence of VC 
through mineral deposition, and the expression of fetuin-A 
(a known calcification inhibitor) was significantly reduced in 
secreted exosomes  (34). Chen et al. found that in patients 
with CKD, exosomes secreted by calcified VSMCs delivered 
special proteins and RNA, through which they played a 
role in promoting VC (35). MVs released from endothelial 
cells exposed to proinflammatory stimuli were found to be 
enriched in BMP-2, which promoted VSMCs calcification 
after vesicle phagocytosis (36).

In cardiovascular diseases, exosomes can be secreted by 
VSMCs, endothelial cells, macrophages, and other cells, and 
participate in intercellular communication (37). Studies have 

shown that in the process of coronary artery calcification, 
microRNA (miRNA) and proteins are transported via 
exosomes from various cells to VSMC (38). Pan et al. found 
miRNA profiles were significantly altered in exosomes from 
VSMCs associated with coronary artery calcification (39). 
Calcified vascular walls are enriched in exosomes. However, 
the role of exosomes in the formation of carotid calcified 
plaque, a type of cardiovascular calcification described as 
clinically stable that is frequently found in asymptomatic 
patients with carotid stenosis, has not been extensively 
studied  (40,41). Dolz et al. found that specific circulating 
miRNAs transported by exosomes, such as miR-199b-3p, 
miR-27b3p, miR-130a-3p, miR-221-3p, and miR-24-3p, 
were significantly highly expressed in those patients with 
asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis progression (42). The 
characteristics of exosomal transport of functional contents 
to target cells make exosomes not only an indicator of 
disease diagnosis and prognosis, but also important carriers 
in targeted therapy (30,37). Melatonin can alleviate VC 
and ageing through exosomal miR-204/miR-211 cluster 
in a paracrine manner through exosomes (43). However, 
considering that there might be double cerebrovascular 
symptomatic peaks according to calcium scores in calcified 
carotid plaques (44), reducing calcification through exosomes 
and other means may increase the risk of developing 
calcification symptoms, and exosomal calcification reduction 
may not necessarily be appropriate for all patients with VC.

The role of exosomes in VC

Phenotypic conversion of VSMCs is a key event in the 
process of VC, in which exosomes have been proven to play 
an important role. Under normal physiological conditions, 
VSMCs exhibit a contractile phenotype and regulate 
microenvironmental homeostasis by actively releasing 
exosomes that contain endogenous calcification inhibitors, 
such as fetuin A, matrix Gla protein (MGP), osteoprotegerin 
(OPG), and bone morpho-genetic protein-7 (BMP-7), so 
as to inhibit the occurrence of VC (45). However, under 
the stimulus of pathological factors, such as mechanical 
injury, oxidative stress, apoptosis and phosphate metabolism 
disorder and other factors, VSMCs turn into synthetic 
phenotypes and related factors of osteogenic differentiation 
are activated, such as OPN, osteocalcin (OCN), bone 
morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2), ALP, etc. As a result, 
the transformation of cells into osteoblastic/chondroid 
phenotypes with presenting features related to osteoblasts is 
promoted. The release of calcified exosomes increases with 
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the depletion of MGP and fetuin-A, and enrichment with 
a protein–lipid complex consisting of phosphatidyl serine 
(PS) and annexin. The protein–lipid complex converts 
exosomes to the nidus for calcification by providing mineral 
nucleation sites. Mineral deposition and calcification are 
formed through the interaction of calcified exosomes with 
elastic proteins and collagen fibers in the ECM, which 
promotes the occurrence of VC.

Studies have shown that exosomes participate in 
processes including the initiation of mineral deposition, 
promotion of phenotypic conversion of VSMC, mediation 
of miRNA transport, autophagy and oxidative stress 
reaction, and so on, so as to regulate the process of VC.

Exosomes promote extracellular mineral deposits to 
induce VC
Many studies have shown that exosomes can participate 
in VC formation by acting as mineralization sites for 
minerals such as calcium and phosphorus (34). Typically, 
VC is characterized by ectopic deposits of minerals, and 
MVs is regarded as a major participant in the calcification 
process. The release of MVs is generally considered to be 
an adaptive response. Normally, MVs expel excess calcium 
from the cell, thus providing protection against intracellular 
calcium overload. However, with the passage of time and 
the loss of calcification inhibitors, MVs are transformed 
into calcified MVs with the loss of calcification inhibitors, 
which promotes the formation of calcification foci (46). 
Numerous studies have shown that exosomes share many 
characteristics of MVs and may have a similar role in the 
induction of mineral deposition during calcification as 
initial sites for mineral formation. 

Studies have shown that the first calcification lesion 
formed by exosomes is located in proximity to collagen fibers 
and elastin. They were found to differ in size and mineral 
content, and seemed to arise from VSMCs in mineralized 
sites, as well as VSMCs, macrophages, endothelial cells, and 
platelets in atherosclerotic plaques (47,48). High-phosphate 
and calcium levels can stimulate the excretion of VSMC 
exosomes. Sphingomyelin phosphodiesterase 3 (SMPD3) is a 
regulatory factor involved in exosomes formation. An in vitro 
study found that the expression of SMPD3 was increased 
when cells were exposed to specific conditions such as 
high phosphorus and high calcium levels (3,49). Exosomes 
secretion was further promoted through the conversion 
of sphingolipin to ceramide and the induction of binding 
of clathrin-coated microregions by SMPD3 (50). In vitro 
studies have confirmed that inhibition of SMPD3 hinders 

the production of exosomes and calcification formation 
during induced VC (34). These specific exosomes obtain 
mineral compounds and may further initiate or aggravate 
the mineral deposition process. When intracellular Ca2+ 
content is too high, exosomes can absorb calcium and 
phosphorus and other mineral complexes to maintain the 
homeostasis of intracellular mineral metabolism, which 
results in their calcified (51). The secreted content of MGP 
in these calcified exosomes secreted during VC is low, 
whereas the hydroxyapatite content is high, which is also 
the initiating factor that leads to mineral deposition in the 
formation of microcalcification (26). The low concentrations 
of fetuin-A and Gla rich protein (GRP) in calcified exosomes 
causes them to aggregate in the collagen-sparse region to 
form microcalcifications upon release into the ECM (52). 
In addition to minerals in exosomes, external PS can also 
bind to calcium ion binding proteins, such as annexin A2, 
A5, and A6, thus forming hydroxyapatite deposition in 
the inner or outer part of the exosome membrane; thus, 
the exosomes transform into primary foci for calcification 
by providing mineral nucleation sites (48,53). Studies 
have also shown that annexin can also be released into the 
ECM through exosomes, suggesting that exosomes can 
enhance calcification by promoting the binding of PS to 
calcium-binding proteins (54). Ciceri et al. found that iron 
citrate could reduce VC induced by high phosphate level 
through the prevention of exosome osteo-chondrogenic 
shift by reducing phosphate load, suggesting that free 
phosphate in vitro is an essential factor for calcification  
in vitro (49). In addition to the extracellular environment 
of high inorganic phosphorus, phosphatases on the surface 
of exosomes can convert pyrophosphate into inorganic 
phosphorus and further increase the concentration of free 
inorganic phosphorus outside the cells, thus promoting the 
calcification process and forming positive feedback (55) 
(Figure 1). 

In summary, exosomes promote extracellular mineral 
deposits to induce VC, and the exosome secretion is 
activated in the background of VC. Thus, interference with 
exosome secretion can be used as a new target to prevent 
VC. 

Exosomes regulate VC through the phenotypic 
conversion of VSMCs
Phenotypic conversion of VSMCs from a contractile 
to a synthetic state contributes to vascular pathologies 
including VC, restenosis, and atherosclerosis (56). 
Phenotypic conversion of VSMCs is a key link in the 
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development of VC. Histological analysis of calcified 
human blood vessels revealed that OPN, Cbfα1, Runx2, 
and other markers related to osteogenic differentiation 
were significantly highly expressed, whereas the levels 
of contraction markers including α-SMA, SM22α, and 
SMMHC were decreased  (57,58). Further, in the process 
of atherosclerosis and endothelial cell injury, inflammatory 
factors and hemodynamic changes stimulate the smooth 
muscle cells (SMCs) to differentiate from stable phenotype 
to synthetic phenotype, giving them stronger ability to 
migrate and proliferate, thus facilitating their migration 
through the internal elastic membrane into the lining layer 
and promoting plaques formation (59). The results of high-
resolution micro-computed tomography also showed that 
there were calcified exosomes in the microcalcification 
foci of the fibrous cap of atherosclerotic plaque (60). In 
their in vitro experiment, Pan et al. found that exosomes 
from calcified mouse VSMCs could induce significant 
calcification of un-calcified mouse VSMCs  (39). Li et al. 
also found that high-glucose-stimulated human umbilical 
vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) could secret exosomes 
which induced calcification/senescence in VSMCs (61). 
These results suggest that exosomes are involved in 
regulating the formation and development of VC, and may 
be closely related to osteoblastic phenotypic transformation 

of VSMCs.
During the phenotypic conversion of VSMCs, exosomes 

can be used as unique signal transport carriers to participate 
in the regulation of cell proliferation, migration, apoptosis, 
calcification, and differentiation (62). Sortilin is a key 
transport factor that regulates VSMCs calcification. It 
is commonly found in calcified human blood vessels and 
atherosclerotic plaques in mice. By regulating the load of 
MVs on tissue non-specific alkaline phosphatase (TNAP) 
associated with calcification protein, sortilin can be 
transformed into a vesicle with calcification potential and 
can participate in the formation of microcalcification (63). 
Calcified MVs contain dysfunctional miRNAs that induce 
gene expression of osteogenic markers such as Runx2, 
TNAP, Smad1, Osterix, and proinflammatory factors (64). 
Expression of the phenotypic markers of VSMC contraction 
is usually negatively correlated with exosome secretion. 
Platelet-derived growth factor BB (PDGF-BB) promotes 
exosome secretion, and reduces the representation of the 
phenotypic markers of SMC contraction. Milk fat globule-
epidermal growth factor 8 (MFG-E8) is a precursor of 
amyloid protein, which is an age-related protein and 
that is formed in the aortic membrane of aged blood 
vessels. This factor can induce osteoblastic phenotype of 
VSMCs through the ERK signaling pathway and promote 
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Figure 1 Exosomes promote extracellular mineral deposits and transport microRNA between cells to induce VC. VC, vascular calcification. 
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calcification (65), and studies have found that MFG-E8-
rich exosomes released by VSMCs increase with age. 
Thus, exosomes may participate in VC by inducing VSMC 
phenotypic conversion (Figure 2).

Exosomal miRNAs regulate VC
The role of exosomes in intercellular communication has 
been widely recognized. Exosomes cargos include RNA, 
cytokines, proteins, and lipids. Studies have shown that 
the components of exosomes cargos differ significantly 
according to the cells that the exosomes origin. At present, 
an increasing number of researchers believe that exosomes 
play an important role in the intercellular communication 
during the process of VC (66). A large number of studies 
have focused on the role of exosomes in inducing mineral 
deposition during VC, but the role of exosomes in 
information transfer in VC has not yet been clarified. 

MiRNAs are an important class of endogenous, single 
stranded, non-coding RNAs, which are involved in the 
regulation of gene expression and translation (67). The 
expression of miRNAs can be specific to different tissues 
and cell types, and miRNAs play an important role in a 
variety of biological processes, including inflammation, 
tumor, cardiovascular disease, etc. (67). MiRNAs suppress 
gene expression through imperfect base pairing to the 3’ 
untranslated region of target mRNAs, leading to repression 

of protein production or mRNA degradation. Importantly, a 
single miRNA may affect the transcription of multiple genes 
involved in common pathways. During VC, upregulated 
miRNAs include miRNA-221 (68), miRNA-222 (68), 
miRNA-762  (69), miRNA-714 (69), miRNA-712 (69), and 
miRNA-210 (70). Conversely, several miRNAs involved 
in calcification inhibition are downregulated during VC, 
including miRNA-26 (71), miRNA-30 (72,73), miRNA-
125b (74,75), and miRNA-204 (76). 

Exosomes are one of the carriers of extracellular 
miRNA, which can protect miRNAs from degradation. 
The miRNAs encapsulated in exosomes have been shown 
to be non-identical to the maternal cells, suggesting the 
selectivity of this process. Exosomal loaded miRNAs are 
transported from releasing cells to receptor target cells, 
thereby carrying out gene regulation functions on receptor 
target cells. Huang et al. found that the selective enrichment 
of miRNAs in exosomes was determined by changes in 
exosome-secreting cells (77). Further, the types of exosome-
transporting miRNAs vary according to the environment; 
these miRNAs are involved in the regulation of different 
genes and produce specific biological effects, such as cell 
phenotypic changes and inflammatory responses, through 
the transportation of miRNAs (78,79).

Exosomes from different sources can participate in the 
regulation of VC by transporting miRNAs to recipient 
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Exosomes that contain endogenous calcification inhibitors, 
such as fetuin A, MGP, OPG, BMP-7, etc.

Pathological factors

OPN↑, OCN↑, 
BMP-2↑, ALP↑, 

Runx2↑, α-SMA↓, 
SM22α↓, SMMHC↓

Synthetic phenotype VSMC Calcified exosomes with depletion of MGP and fetuin-A, 
enrichment with a protein-lipid complex consisting of PS and annexin

Calcified exosomes providing mineral nucleation sites

Mineral deposition and calcification are formed through 
the interaction of calcified exosomes with ECM

ECM

Nuclei

Nuclei

Figure 2 Exosomes regulate VC through the phenotypic conversion of VSMCs. VC, vascular calcification; SMCs, vascular smooth muscle cells.
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VSMCs (69). Cui et al. found that exosomes released 
by mineralized osteoblasts Mc3t3-e1 contribute to the 
osteogenic differentiation of ST2 cells via a complex 
network of exosomal miRNAs (80). Guo et al. found 
that bone marrow mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)-
derived exosomes can al leviate high phosphorus-
induced calcification in human aortic VSMCs through 
the modification of miRNA profiles (81). Kapustin et al. 
found that exosomes derived from VSMCs are rich in 
miRNA-143 and proteins regulating cell adhesion and 
migration, which can participate in the regulation of cell 
proliferation and migration through autocrine and paracrine 
manners (26). An in vivo study showed that exosomes derived 
from melatonin-treated VSMCs could reduce VC and aging 
in 5/6-nephrectomy plus high-phosphate diet-treated mice, 
while these effects were largely abolished by inhibition of 
exosomal miR-204 or miR-211 (43).

The underlying mechanisms by which exosomes 
affect VC via transporting miRNA are still not fully 
understood and may vary among different conditions. 
Changes of miRNAs in exosomes can regulate osteogenic 
differentiation of cells by promoting the expression of 
Runx2 and activating related signaling pathways, for 
example, the Wnt/β-catenin pathways. Studies have shown 
that miRNAs with increased expression in the VC process 
can promote the osteogenic transformation of SMCs by 
targeting anti-calcification proteins or contractility markers, 
while miRNAs with decreased expression can inhibit the 
osteogenic transformation of SMCs by targeting osteogenic 
TFs (25). It has been shown that miRNA-233 transforms 
SMCs from contractile phenotype to synthetic phenotype 
and promotes VC (82). Other miRNAs with similar effects 
include miRNA-712, miRNA-714, and miRNA-762 (83). In 
contrast, miRNA-26a inhibits the differentiation of SMCs, 
and miRNAs that regulate similar effects of phenotypic 
transformation by targeting SMAD1 and SMAD4 include 
miRNA-29a/b and miRNA-125b (83,84). 

Many studies have shown that the interaction between 
endothelial cells and SMCs plays a key role in the 
maintenance of vascular wall homeostasis, and exosomes 
are important carriers to realize cell-cell interaction and 
information transfer under both normal and pathological 
conditions. On the one hand, SMCs release secreted 
bodies which regulate endothelial cell adhesion, migration, 
and autophagy. X-box binding protein 1 (XPB1) is an 
important binding protein that regulates cell function. 
An in vitro experiment showed that its expression in 
endothelial cells were regulated by VSMCs, mainly through 

the VSMC-originated MVs containing miRNA-150 and 
miRNA-150, which regulate endothelial cell migration via 
the VEGF-A/VEGFR/PI3K/Akt signaling pathway (85). 
In another in vitro experiment, Lombardo et al. found that 
miRNA-22/222 originating from human aortic SMCs 
exosomes can inhibit autophagy of HUVECs through the 
PTEN/Akt signaling pathway. On the other hand, miRNAs 
in endothelial cells exosomes can regulate VSMCs gene 
expression and phenotypic conversion (86). Hergenreider 
et al. found that under the effect of fluid shear stress, 
endothelial cells released exosomes rich in miRNA-143/145 
and could be absorbed by VSMCs; in turn, the phenotypic 
conversion of VSMCs was inhibited, and thus, the 
occurrence of VC was prevented (87) (Figure 1).

Other mechanisms
Intercellular crosstalk through exosomes is an important 
mechanism for calcification in VC. VC is promoted by the 
transport of exosome cargos, such as miRNAs and proteins 
between cells. Studies have found that exosomal Notch3 
and versican from high glucose-stimulated endothelial cells 
regulates VSMCs calcification/senescence and may lead 
to diabetes-related VC (61,88). Further, several studies 
have shown that exosome-mediated intercellular crosstalk 
is dependent on heparin sulphate proteoglycan (HSPG), 
which protects VSMCs from various toxic substances and 
circulating inflammatory cells, thus preventing VC (89). 
The decreased expression of HSPG in exosomes was found 
to expose HSPG on the cell surface, which further mediated 
the internalization of BMP2 and promoted the osteogenic 
phenotypic conversion (90). In addition, inhibition of 
HSPG expression on the cell surface results in reduced 
efficiency of exosome uptake, which may can be a potential 
mechanism to reduce calcification.

Autophagy is a key regulator of cell metabolism and 
homeostasis and plays an important role in maintaining 
normal vascular cell function. In recent years, studies 
have shown that appropriate enhancement of autophagy 
can inhibit exosome secretion to form mineral nucleation 
s ites ,  thereby reducing VSMC calcif icat ion (91). 
Autophagy accelerates the degradation of exosomes and 
reduces the secretion of exosomes, which is mediated by 
autophagosomal lysosome fusion. Further, autophagy 
appears to interfere with miRNA loading into exosomes in 
VSMCs, which may subsequently interfere with mineral 
deposition and osteogenic phenotypic conversion (92). 
A series of studies have focused on the role of exosomes 
in the relationship between autophagy and VC. Dai et al. 
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reported that autophagy may be an endogenous protective 
mechanism for combatting VC induced by high phosphate 
level by reducing the release of calcified vesicles (93). They 
found that the autophagy inhibitor 3-methyladenine (3-MA) 
could significantly promote the release of calcified exosomes 
induced by elevated phosphorus, enhance the activity of 
ALP, and increase the calcium deposition in SMCs, while 
the autophagy inducer valproic acid could inhibit the release 
of calcified exosomes induced by high phosphate level. 

Intracellular calcium overload leads to a series of disorders 
in superoxide metabolism, resulting in oxidative stress (23). 
Oxidative stress has been revealed as one of the important 
mechanisms leading to the osteogenic phenotype conversion 
of VSMCs in relation to VC, by excessive production of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) (22). ROS may cause lipid 
peroxidation, as well as serious damage to DNA and proteins, 
and other abnormal biochemical changes (94). Studies found 
that the level of oxidative stress in patients with CKD is 
closely related to cardiovascular disease and VC (95,96). 
Advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) activate the 
receptors of advanced glycation end-products (RAGEs) to 
initiate oxidative stress, an important mechanism for ROS 
production in diabetics. In diabetics, AGEs upregulate ROS 
production through RAGEs, increasing ALP activity, and 
promoting VC (97). Wei et al. found that the activation 
of the KEAP1/NRF2/P62 signaling pathway can reduce 
the high-phosphate induced VSMCs by inhibiting the 
production of ROS (98). Several studies have suggested that 
exosomes are associated with oxidative stress in VC. Patel  
et al. found that exosomes from breast cancer cells can 
promote the production of ROS in the recipient primary 
breast epithelial cells, which indicates that exosomes may 
regulate the ROS production to get involved in VC (99). 
Liu et al. observed that the decreased expression of miR-210 
during the progression of VC and miR-210 in exosomes can 
reduce ROS production in recipient endothelial cells (100). 
Research has shown that the expression of miR-30 decreases 
after pro-calcification stimulation, while miR-30 could 
further reduce the oxidative stress levels by regulating AGE/
RAGE interaction (101,102). Meanwhile, exosomal transfer 
of pro-angiogenic miRNAs, including miRNA-30, plays a 
key role in MSC-mediated angiogenesis and stem cell-to-
endothelial cell communication (103). Under the stimulation 
of AGEs, MSC-secreted exosomes containing miRNA-146a, 
along with exosomes with high expression of miRNA-164a 
were transported to VSMCs, thus, inhibiting the calcification 
induced by AGE-bovine serum albumin (AGE-BSA) 
(104). After induction of replicative senescence of VSMCs 

and calcification were observed, the release of exosomes 
by VSMCs was increased, and genes highly expressed in 
osteoblasts, such as ALP, ColI and Runx2, were significantly 
upregulated in the senescent VSMCs, suggesting their 
osteoblastic transition during the senescence, which may 
be regulated by the AMPK/ TSC2/mTOR/S6K1 signaling 
pathway (105,106). The studies above indicate that exosomes 
may modulate oxidative stress by regulating the production 
of ROS, and then participate in the regulation of VC.

Conclusions

Commonly presenting in diabetes, calcific aortic valve 
disease, CKD, and chronic inflammatory disease, VC 
substantially increases the incidence and mortality of 
cardiovascular events. In this review, we discussed the roles 
of exosomes in VC. Exosomes can regulate VC through 
promoting the formation of extracellular mineral deposits, 
inducing phenotypic conversion of VSMCs, transporting 
microRNA between cells, regulating autophagy and 
oxidative stress, and other activities. Further research on the 
characteristics of exosomes and their role in VC is needed 
and expected to provide novel ideas and targets for the 
clinical diagnosis and treatment of VC.
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